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Get it finished, Get it published (eventually), but most of all, Get Writing
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My NaNoWriMo Journey 




Behold, for I have returned from the wilderness!

And I have words!

Lots of words! Read more…









How to Achieve Effective Social Media Promotion for your Ebook 




Being an independent writer has many perks, not the least of which is the ability to maintain complete creative control over your work; whether you’re completing a work of fiction or a technical manual, that control can mark the difference between staying personally motivated and allowing a publishing house to have their hands wrapped too tightly around your work. Read more…









The relic-protector of Ukraine - meaning, veneration, and history of the Pochaiv Icon of the Mother of God 





The Pochaiv icon of the Mother of God has been protecting our country from all threats for many years. Many believers turn to her who seek to feel the help and support of the Heavenly Queen, to be cured of serious ailments, and to cope with mental apathy, despair, and disappointment. Read more…









Tuluminati Hats: A Fusion Of Elegance, Innovation, And Timeless Craftsmanship





In the ever-evolving global of fashion, Tuluminati Hats stands proud as a pioneer of innovation, seamlessly weaving its trailblazing popularity into the very fabric of its creations. Each hat serves as a canvas, epitomizing Tuluminati's dedication to creative excellence and avant-garde designs. Read more…









Top attractions to visit in Alicante 





Alicante is a city and port in Spain on the Costa Blanca with beaches, monuments, and fantastic museums all form part of this city’s great appeal bathed by the Mediterranean Sea and is renowned for being a dynamic city, with a warm climate.  Read more…



Stuff going on in my life right now




This is not a proper post. It’s a post about why there’s no post this week. Read more…











The Best Of GMW From 2013 




Howdy! I hope 2013 was great for you and you got lots of writing done! I bet I can guess what your new year’s resolution is. To celebrate, here are some of the best Get Me Writing posts from this year. Enjoy! Read more…









Getting into Your Writing Headspace – Some Tips 




Over the past few weeks, Matt has been talking about getting into the right frame of mind to write. So I thought I’d hit this up with my own take. Read more…









Learn From Other Writers by Copying Them 




Obviously plagiarism is not cool, nor recommended. But outright copying something you love has its place. Here’s one way to learn from stories you admire. Read more…









How to Write Your Second Book 




Writing a book can be a daunting prospect, even if you’ve done one before. In today’s post Bryan Cohen, author and creative coach, let’s us in on a little secret to writing your second book. First-time authors will be interested to read this too.

Read more…









How To Create A Productive State Of Mind 




Have you ever experienced a really productive afternoon? Probably. But can you remember your state of mind? I can, and when I think about it, it’s not what I was expecting. Read more…









What Can You Learn From Your Future Self? 




I want to tell you a couple of shameful stories. The reason for these confessions will become clear. Then, if you like, you can share some stories of your own. Read more…









What Gets You Writing? 




It sometimes pays to take things back to basics. So this post is simply about what gets me writing. Read more…
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